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Feedback from peers
and online communities



“a problem that I have experienced...”



“community to enable discussion 
and actionable feedback.”



Community
vs.

Social Network

Why not a Social Network?



DOES
THE

WORLD
REALLY NEED
YET ANOTHER
COMMUNITY?



User Interviews



Characterizing Design Feedback.

Types of Feedback Desired.

Desirability of Feedback from non-experts.

Interviews Questions



Findings

Importance of receiving feedback.

Struggle  to use existing methods.

Feedback from students of other schools.



Types of feedback desired

Visual appeal of a design

First impressions of a design

Whether the goal is communicated

Design guideline assessment



Existing Platforms

Behance
Dribbble

DeviantArt

Coroflot
FFFound

Pinterest

TumblrTwitter

Digg
ePals

Docsity

Chegg

Sophia

Equals6

Twidicate

Graduway
Edmodo

YikYak

StudyBlue
Meetup

LinkedIn
Quora

Reddit

Facebook Groups



Community for designers
vs.

Community for artists

How are they different?



Networking is NOT the primary need.

It is a means to fulfill a bigger necessity



Opportunities

Expertise of the reviewer creates bias

Only platforms for portfolio-promotion

Less followers equals less feedback

Giving bad feedback is awkward

No community for learners
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Scranvas



Scranvas

Features like single blind review, retake, imitate, 
annotations, voting system



Scranvas contd.



Scranvas contd.



Scranvas evaluation

Users praised retake and imitate features

Voting system is a necessary evil

Too many user groups to handle

Not much networking is happening



Backfunnel



New features in Backfunnel

Users should have real names

Replaced downvote with like and collections

Replaced houses with customized feed 

Resource sharing



Backfunnel contd.



Backfunnel contd.



Backchannel



Backchannel contd.



Backchannel contd.



Backtunnel



Streakle



User Group

Design Students



Ideal Scenario 1

Discovery leads to Networking



Ideal Scenario 1
#NID #Animation

#CharacterDesign #StopMotion #Claymation #MotionGraphics #Puppetry

Follow



Ideal Scenario 1 contd.



Ideal Scenario 1 contd.



Ideal Scenario 2

Discussion leads to Networking



Ideal Scenario 2



Ideal Scenario 2 contd.



Ideal Scenario 2 contd.



Ideal Scenario 2 contd.



Ideal Scenario 2 contd.



Ideal Scenario 2 contd.

You might consider 
removing the small dots



Lurking

Semi-active contribution

Active contribution

User Activity



Launch
“don’t worry be crappy!”



“we are frustrated...”



Initial seeding

Compulsory signup

Technical blockers

Email invitations

Notifications

Journey since launch



Stats

27 active users.

125+ works posted. 4+ posts per user.

50+ messages exchanged through group chat.

5 critiques.



Feedback

“It might significantly reduce the concept of
self-promotion...”

“I was very skeptical about it in the beginning as I 
felt that it is just another social network...”

“I wanted the group chat to minimize like that in 
Facebook...”



Feedback contd.

“… but feature wise it’s pretty different
overall. The group chat makes it unique.”

“Usually in a class assignment we have more than 
one screenshot to share. Otherwise it’s hard to 
explain the context of the design.”

“If there is a scope to post a completed project, or 
to link multiple posts so that the story of how the 
project was completed comes alive, the viewers 
can learn a lot about the final design.”



Shortcomings

What happens when students pass out?

The group chat might create chaos

Fear of criticism



Contribution

Non-follower based community for learners

Feedback focused platform

Streakle enables serendipity



THAT’S ALL
THANKS


